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Summary:

The distributed lag model (DLM), used most prominently in air pollution studies, Ønds application

wherever the eÆect of a covariate is delayed and distributed through time. We specify modiØed formulations of DLMs
to provide computationally attractive, ∞exible varying-coe±cient models that are applicable in any setting in which
lagged covariates are regressed on a time-dependent response. We investigate the application of such models to rainfall
and river ∞ow and in particular their role in understanding the impact of hidden variables at work in river systems.
We apply two models to data from a Scottish mountain river, and we Øt to some simulated data to check the e±cacy
of our model approach. During heavy rainfall conditions, changes in the in∞uence of rainfall on ∞ow arises through
a complex interaction between antecedent ground wetness and a time-delay in rainfall. The models identify subtle
changes in responsiveness to rainfall, particularly in the location of peak in∞uence in the lag structure.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Modelling river ∞ow has long been of interest to environmental scientists. In particular,
relating river ∞ow to covariates such as hill slope gradient, ground canopy coverage, rainfall
and snowmelt has been an important goal, often forming the basis of large catchment-scale
models known as distributed models (Beven, 1985). These models commonly make use of rich
data sets including high resolution satellite imaging to estimate land usage or snow coverage
in discrete areal units. Such data are costly and scarce, and often all that is readily available
are average river ∞ows and meteorological data observed at point locations. While large
scale distributed models are unavailable in such situations, ∞exible statistical models may be
invaluable in providing simpliØed approximations to the system of study. Our interest lies in
capturing changes in the temporal dependence of river ∞ow on rainfall using approximations
based on ∞exible regression methods when covariates that would have allowed physicallybased models to be constructed are absent.

The rainfall-∞ow relationship is the ensemble of a number of interacting physical processes,
most of which are unobserved. River ∞ow is partly generated by a slow `base∞ow' process
where inØltration of rainfall from surrounding land seeps out over long periods of time,
in a manner which depends on the sponge-like water storage properties of surrounding
ground strata (Shaw, 1988). Base∞ow accounts for much of the river ∞ow that persists
during very dry summer months. In contrast, a faster responding `runoÆ' process causes
a more instantaneous response of ∞ow to rainfall and accounts for much of the river ∞ow
during storms and prolonged rainy periods (Beven, 1984). Fast runoÆ arises when antecedent
soil moisture increases to a level where rainfall can move more quickly near the soil surface
without being absorbed, and can result in a more rapid increase in ∞ow over periods of hours.
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Base∞ow and runoÆ are in most catchments the two most important drivers of variation in
∞ow levels, with the in∞uence of each determined by physical factors including soil and
subsurface composition, surrounding land usage, evaporation and transpiration.

Accumulation and ablation of transient snow packs also form a key feature in the hydrology
of many temperate and high altitude river systems, causing base∞ow and runoÆ to decrease
during winter periods and increase suddenly during warmer winter and early spring months.
Snow deposition, as well as depth and density, are highly spatially heterogeneous and are
less commonly and reliably measured than rainfall data, and in catchments prone to heavy
snowfall and accumulation, modellers must be mindful of the increased uncertainty that this
presents in rainfall-∞ow relationships during winter periods.

The dynamics underlying river ∞ow generation are complex and are di±cult to capture
in detailed physical models, and in addition, hydrologists are often interested in identifying
when latent processes are most active, particularly the in∞uence of accumulation and melting
of snow. Without detailed covariate data, we proceed by utilising ∞exible statistical methods
with the aim of constructing a framework that allows us to approximate ∞ow generating
processes without attempting to identify the individual contributing components, that act
over diÆerent timescales. The work described here is based on simple point-based rainfall
data, but the wider modelling aim is to investigate methods by which complex environmental
processes in both space and time can be approximated by semiparametric models.

1.2 River Dee data
The in∞uence of diÆerent ∞ow drivers is best illustrated with graphical summaries of hourly
rainfall and ∞ow data collected on the River Dee (that is later used in modelling): hourly
rainfall accumulations (mm) collected to the nearest 0.1mm at Braemar and river discharge
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data (m3 s°1 ) are collected from Polhollick, both located in the North East of Scotland.
Previous work on the River Dee showed that hourly ∞ows are the highest resolution necessary
to identify peak ∞ow levels (Baggaley et al., 2009). The source of the River Dee is in the
Cairngorm Mountains of Scotland, and it extends 141km before reaching the North Sea
in Aberdeen with a total catchment area covering 2100km2 (Baggaley et al., 2009). The
River Dee is an important water resource, contributing around 50% of the total water
supply to 500,000 people for both drinking and industrial purposes, and is also of interest
to environmental and conservation scientists with much of the river lying within reserved
conservation areas (Langan et al., 1997).

[Figure 1 about here.]

The top left panel of Figure 1 displays a late winter period where little rainfall is observed
and there is high ∞ow variability, with some evidence of a daily cycle that might indicate
the in∞uence of melting snow. The top right panel displays a summer scenario with sparse
rainfall, alongside low levels of river ∞ow that appear to respond sluggishly to intermittent
rain storms; this is typical of a period when base∞ow dominates. The lower panels display a
November period in which ∞ow and rainfall are at high levels and a strong and immediate
response to rainfall impulse is evident - a strong indication that runoÆ dominates during this
period. The nature of the responsiveness is more easily seen in the bottom right panel of
Figure 1 which shows a single week from its lefthand neighbour. It is evident from Figure 1
that the ∞ow response to rainfall varies throughout the year, in accordance with seasonal
changes in rainfall patterns. It is also clear that the in∞uence of a unit of rainfall is delayed
and spread over time, caused by spatial separation (and intervening ground conditions) of
rainfall across the catchment and ∞ow gauges.
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1.3 Paper outline
In Section 2.1, distributed lag models (DLMs) are introduced and recent developments in
DLM methodology is reviewed. In Section 2.2 we construct a time-varying distributed lag
model for river ∞ow and rainfall data, and in Section 2.3 a general DLM formulation is
described that allows the incorporation of other covariates into the speciØcation of how
rainfall and ∞ow interact. Section 2.4 discusses computational issues around estimation of
∞exible DLMs. In Section 3 two diÆerent DLMs are applied to simulated data and to hourly
rainfall and ∞ow data from the River Dee. Section 4 concludes with some discussion on model
adequacy and suggestions for further work.

2. Modelling with distributed lag models
2.1 The distributed lag model
Approaches to modelling the temporal dependence of ∞ow on rainfall often assume that
rainfall r(t) and ∞ow f (t) are determined by the convolution
Z 1
f (t) =
h(s)r(t ° s)ds
0

where t is a point in time, s is a lag variable and h is some response function. This is known
as the instantaneous unit hydrograph (Nash, 1957), describing the impact over time that a
unit of rainfall has on ∞ow. Jakeman et al. (1990) suggested Øltering rainfall data to Ørst
estimate `eÆective runoÆ' before proceeding to estimate h. Direct approaches to modelling
rainfall and ∞ow include ARX, NARMAX (Tabrizi et al. 1998) and functional coe±cient
modelling (Wong et al. 2007). It has been recognised that the shape of h is an important
model choice and some authors have implemented polynomial constraints (Tabrizi et al.
1998) on h or used local polynomial smoothers (Wong et al. 2007). Models of the form
E(y(t)) = Æ + Ø0 x(t) + Ø1 x(t ° 1) + : : : + Øl x(t ° l)
where the impact of one time-dependent variable, x(t), on another, y(t), is spread over time,
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can be called a distributed lag model. We refer to the Øi s as lag coe±cients, and these can be
^ of the underlying function h, which we term the
considered as forming a discrete estimate, h,
lag structure. In many time series settings, multicollinearity emerges when a time-dependent
variable is transformed to a set of l lagged covariates and care must be taken in estimation to
avoid the highly variable estimates that result from an unconstrained regression. Typically
some constraint is applied to the Øl s, a common choice being the Almon lag (Almon, 1965)
in which the lag coe±cients must lie on a polynomial of order p, f p (l), l 2 f1; : : : ; Lg, or
the Koyck lag (Koyck, 1954) in which the lag coe±cients are subject to a geometric decay
constraint determined by the lag number.

DLMs have seen much development (Zanobetti et al., 2000; Muggeo et al., 2008; Welty et
al., 2009; Gasparrini et al., 2010) in the context of the delayed impact of urban air pollution
on daily mortality counts. In this setting interest lies in specifying plausible shapes for DL
curves and in particular the `mortality displacement' eÆect, a phenomenon characterised by
negative coe±cients in the tail of the estimated lag structure. Zanobetti et al. (2000) propose
a generalised model taking a penalised spline approach to modelling DL curves while Welty et
el. (2009) discuss a Bayesian approach with penalties on parameters determined by carefully
chosen priors. Others (Muggeo et al., 2008; Gasparrini et al., 2010) allow lag coe±cients to
change with temperature in addition to lying on a smooth curve, so that a surface of lag
coe±cients results. Muggeo et al. (2008) present a framework where dependance of the DL
curve on temperature is piecewise linear, with unknown breakpoints. Gasparrini et al. (2010)
propose DL curves that lie on a bivariate surface parameterised by splines deØned on lag
index and temperature values.

Smoothing on model parameters rather than data, as is the case with DL curve estimation, is
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a situation where appropriate smoothness levels are not easily judged by visual inspection of
the Øtted model. For this reason, a P-splines approach (Eilers and Marx, 1996) is convenient
and is adopted here, where a rich set of uniformly spaced B-spline basis functions, together
with a roughness penalty on neighbouring basis functions yields a Øtted function with the
appropriate level of smoothness. The strength of the roughness penalty is typically selected by
minimising some information criterion. We proceed to construct a DL model for rainfall and
river ∞ow rates, relaxing the assumption of a Øxed lag structure; the use of P-splines are found
to facilitate speciØcation of ∞exible models while maintaining a high level of computational
e±ciency by taking advantage of sparse model objects.

2.2 Time varying DLM
We set up a model for ∞ow at time t, f (t), in terms of a weighted sum of preceding upstream
rainfall (r(t ° 1); : : : ; r(t ° L)) with weights (Ø1 ; : : : ; ØL ), subject to the constraint that the
Øl lie on a spline constructed from a set of I degree 3 basis functions fB1 (¢); : : : ; BI (¢)g. The
form of the model is
f (t) = Æ +
= Æ+

L
X

Øl r(t ° l) + ≤(t) where Øl =

l=1
L X
I
X
l=1 i=1

I
X

ai Bi (l)

i=1

ai Bi (l)r(t ° l) + ≤(t)

where Æ is an intercept term and ≤(t) is an IID error process. We further allow the relationship
between each rainfall lag variable r(t ° l) and f (t) to change smoothly with time, the form
of which depends on a further set of J B-spline basis functions fB1 (¢); : : : ; BJ (¢)g so that
P
ai = Jj=1 bij Bj (t). This gives the representation
f (t) = Æ +

L X
I X
J
X
l=1 i=1 j=1

bij Bj (t)Bi (l)r(t ° l) + ≤(t):
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In matrix notation,
f = Zµ + ≤ = [1; X] µ + ≤ = (f (t1 ); : : : ; f (tn ))T
X = BJ §RBI = (BJ ≠ 10I ) Ø (10J ≠ RBI )
µ = (Æ; b) = (Æ; b11 ; b21 ; : : : ; bI1 ; : : : ; b1J ; b2J ; : : : ; bIJ )T
Where the ith row of BJ is fB1 (ti ); : : : ; BJ (ti )g, ith row of R is (r(ti ° 1); : : : ; r(ti ° L)) and §
is the Box product as used by Eilers et al. (2006). The intercept included in the speciØcation
represents ∞ow rates after rainfall has not been observed for over L lags.

We wish to control the level of smoothness in the Øtted coe±cients in two ways: by how each
rainfall lag variable r(t ° l) in∞uences f (t) as t changes; and by how diÆerent the in∞uence of
r(t ° l) and r(t ° l + 1) is allowed to be at any time t. These constraints will be represented
by two diÆerent roughness penalties. The Ørst term, ∏1 DT1 D1 , penalises the `wiggliness' of
the Øi s through time, and so D1 is a block matrix where each block is a quadratic diÆerence
matrix PJ with J columns so that
PJ b =

I X
J°2
X
i=1 j=1

(bi;j+2 ° 2bi;j+1 + bi;j )

and, in Kronecker notation, D1 = PJ ≠II . The second penalty term, ∏2 DT2 D2 , controls
diÆerences between Øl and Øl+1 , l 2 f1; : : : ; L ° 1g at any time t and this is achieved similarly
by penalising diÆerences between bi;j , bi;j+1 and bi;j+2 for i 2 f1; : : : ; Ig and j 2 f1; : : : ; J °2g,
^ are obtained
so that D2 = IJ ≠PI . Combining the two penalties, the parameter estimates µ
by penalised least squares by
°
¢
^ = Sf = ZT Z + ∏1 DT D1 + ∏2 DT D2 °1 ZT f
µ
1
2
^ =
with standard errors given by se(µ)

p

diag(HT H) where H = ZS
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2.3 General speciØcation
More generally, DLMs can be speciØed so that the lag structure varies with any set of
covariates. For example, if the Øi s are required to change smoothly and non-linearly with
one additional covariate, a model matrix with one additional Box product, §, must be
constructed.

Let x1 (t); : : : ; xr (t) be r n-length time-dependent covariates and J1 ; : : : ; Jr be marginal basis
matrices deØned on the xi () so that the mth row of Ji is [B1 (xi (m)); : : : ; BJi (xi (m))], and
Ji is the size of the basis set deØned on the ith covariate. A general multidimensional DLM
model matrix is deØned as
X = J1 §J2 § : : : §Jr §RBI
where RBI is deØned as in Section 2.2 and the corresponding µ is a vector of spline coe±cients
Q
and an intercept with length 1 + I ri=1 Ji . Since the model sets up a smooth in r + 1
dimensions (r for coe±cient bases and 1 for lag structure basis) we require r + 1 penalty
terms, these can be expressed as a sequence of Kronecker products with identity matrices
"
#
"
#
O
O
Di =
Ij ≠ Pi ≠
Ij
where

N

j<i

j<i Ij

j>i

= I1 ≠ : : : ≠ Ii°1 , and each Di corresponds to a roughness penalty on the ith

dimension of the tensor smooth deØned by X.

2.4 Computational aspects
The models described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 potentially require the storage and manipulation
of n £ (1 + IJ) and (1 + IJ) £ (1 + IJ) matrices which can be expensive. Currie et al. (2006)
describe how, if model matrices arising in tensor-product type models can be factorised so
that X = X1 ≠ X2 , then much of the computational and storage overhead can be bypassed.
In the present case, X cannot be so factorised, due to the row-wise tensor product matrix
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structures. However, signiØcant savings can be made by exploiting the sparseness properties
of many of the model objects. Since a set of penalised B-splines is used, all basis matrices
are sparse, and additionally their rows are deØned on consecutive sequences of integers (time
and lag indices here) and are therefore banded. Therefore RBI is a banded sparse matrix,
°
¢
and hence X = BJ §RBI is banded, and in turn, ZT Z and ZT Z + ∏1 DT1 D1 + ∏2 DT2 D2 are
banded and sparse. Hence we are required only to manipulate a banded sparse matrix object

which is faster than the general sparse case, and dramatically reduces storage requirements.
The sparseness properties are further enhanced by the zero-in∞ated distribution of hourly
rainfall data. Further computational gains can be made by working with the Cholesky
decompositions (see additional materials for R implementation). In R sparse matrix algebra
is easily performed using the Matrix package (Bates and Maechler, (2011)).

In order to choose an appropriate `rich' basis size when applying models of Sections 2.2
and 2.3, a short iterative process is required to determine the minimal basis size so that on
application of diÆerent strength penalties, a broad range of model smoothnesses result and
when ∏ = 0, the model overØts the data. Having selected a rich basis, the optimal penalties
∏i are found by searching a logarithmic grid for the values that minimised AICc (Hurvich
et al., 1998). AICc is designed to avoid undersmoothing in semiparametric models and is
deØned as log(^
æ2) + 1 +

2(tr(H)+1)
.
n°tr(H)°2

3. Application
3.1 Time varying DLM on simulated data
Before applying the models in Section 2 to river ∞ow data, we Ørst apply the methods
to simulated data to examine how well the model captures diÆerent lag structures in the
presence of diÆerent error processes, and to test the performance of AICc in selecting the
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optimal level of smoothness for the Øtted DL curves.

Three time series of ∞ow data were constructed by convoluting the 2006 Braemar hourly
rainfall data described in Section 1.2, with three diÆerent DL curves deØned up to 50 lags
so that,
fij (t) =

L
X
l=1

Øli r(t ° l) + ≤j

where ØL1 and ØL2 are time invariant and are based on Gamma distribution functions
(shown in Figure 2), and ØL3 varies smoothly over time between the shapes of ØL1 and
ØL2 . Furthermore, ≤1 ª N (0; 0:04), ≤2 ª N (0; 0:16) and ≤3 follows a normal random walk
process through time with æ = 0:01 so that nine possible scenarios result. We then simulated
200 times from each of the nine scenarios and Øt the time varying model of Section 2.2, with
L = 50 lags and moderate basis sizes of I = J = 20. Since our main interest is in recovering
the underlying DL structures, the Øtted DL curves can be compared against the true curve
using 95% pointwise simulation envelopes and the root mean squared error (RMSE), both
shown in Figure 2.

[Figure 2 about here.]

From Figure 2 it can be seen in all cases that the DLM model recovers the underlying lag
structure well, with the 95% envelope functions lying close to the true curve. Some detail is
lost in some of the Øtted functions at the `peak' of the estimates, particularly where the peak
is pointed, which is likely to be a result of the choice of basis size being slightly too small.
The random walk process is included as an example of a strongly correlated error process
that environmental data often exhibit, and while the model performs less favourably than
with independent errors, it still succeeds in recovering the shape of the underlying function.
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3.2 Time varying DLM on River Dee data
The River Dee data describe in Section 1.2 is now considered with the model of section
2.2. High resolution data is relatively scarce and what follows has been Øtted to the 8861
average hourly ∞ows and rainfall for the year 2006 only; ideally several years data would be
considered and adjustment made to account for seasonal and interannual variation.

A rich basis was Ørst chosen, with I = 50 and J = 100 selected so that, without penalty
terms (ie. ∏1 = ∏2 = 0), the model overØts the data. A large number (L = 100) of lags were
chosen and the optimal ∏1 and ∏2 were found by the method described in Section 2.4. The
Øt of the model can be examined by inspecting plots of observed and Øtted values during
diÆerent parts of 2006, shown in Figure 3.
[Figure 3 about here.]
In the upper plot of Figure 3 we see a period of very low rainfall and low ∞ow; the model
performs poorly where rainfall has not been observed for more than Ls = 100 hours, with
the intercept Æ = 12:7 left to account for the remaining recession of ∞ow levels. By contrast,
the lower plot corresponds to a wet period and the model Øts well, despite the extreme levels
reached in river ∞ow.
[Figure 4 about here.]
We can also examine the Øtted DL curves which are shown in Figure 4. There is clear
evidence of diÆerences in the estimated lag structures throughout the year: in summer
months, lag structures lie mostly ∞at, indicating a slow and delayed response, and during wet
autumn months are sharply peaked and very tightly contained within their 95% conØdence
intervals. A strong and consistent responsiveness in ∞ow levels when rainfall has been heavy
or prolonged is visible, for example during November 2006, with a clear peak in lagged
in∞uence that most likely indicates the predominance of fast-moving runoÆ. At other times
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less consistent or interpretable response functions are estimated, for example in January
2006, shown in Figure 4, responses appear very high, suggesting extremely high in∞uence
of rainfall up to the most distant lags which is unlikely to be the case as snow is the most
likely ∞ow driver at this time. During periods in which freezing temperatures are common
rainfall data can be unreliable as snow and ice accumulate in the measuring device until they
melt, often much later. We therefore interpret the estimates for January and winter months
with caution, and note that they indicate the presence of some eÆect yet to be accounted for.

In the Ønal weeks of observation, a sustained period of heavy rain and an overall increase
in ∞ow with progressively more extreme peaks is observed. The lag structures within this
period (not shown) gradually increase in height, particularly in the `peak' of in∞uence at
approximately a 10 hour lag. Such changes in lag structure are consistent with an increase
in ground saturation causing a higher proportion of rainfall to convert to runoÆ, with ∞ow
levels subsequently appearing to be highly sensitive to new rainfall. It is therefore desirable
to construct a model that attempts to account for temporal variation in lag structures during
wet periods using information on long-term ground wetness.

3.3 A `ground-wetness' varying DLM on River Dee data
We now consider introducing a covariate representing unobserved antecedent ground wetness,
for which a 30 day moving-window mean of observed hourly rainfall with exponentially
decaying weights is constructed as a proxy, which we now call W (t). The choice of 30 days
represents the belief that variation in rainfall response is driven by a larger ensemble of
precipitation outwith the largest lag of the DLM of Section 3.2, particularly during prolonged
wet periods. A number of window widths were tried and the resulting model was not found to
be sensitive to small changes. An alternative approach might make use of catchment-speciØc
water residence time distributions, if known, to inform the weights and window widths in
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construction of such a proxy. In what follows, W (t) is assumed to be the only modifying
factor of the lag structure and is intended to account for much of the temporal variation
in the Øi observed in section 3.1 during wet periods. In similar notation to Section 2.2 the
model is speciØed as
f (t) = Æ +

L X
J X
M
X

l=1 j=1 m=1

cjm Bm (W (t))Bj (l)r(t ° l) + ≤(t):

Estimation proceeds as in Section 2.2, where the coe±cient vector µ = (Æ; c11 ; : : : : : : ; cJM ).
The model parameters were L = 100, M = 50, J = 100 again, representing an overØtted
model when the penalty vector ∏ = 0. It was found when selecting optimal ∏ that AICc
often preferred undersmooth estimates for variation in the W (t) dimension, hence it was
decided to use the `optimal' estimate as a lower bound on ∏ and select stronger penalties
to maintain simplicity of the model. The intercept term was similar to that in Section 2.2
with an estimate of Æ = 12:2. Interest lies in how the Øi respond to diÆerent levels of W (t).
The top panels of Figure 5 illustrate the changes in lag structure at diÆerent quantiles of the
distribution of W (t); at higher levels of W (t) more peaked and overall larger lag structures
are visible, particularly at the highest levels of W (t). In the bottom panels of Figure 5,
images illustrating the changes in lag structure across the range of W (t), and through time,
are given. An important feature here is the shift in peak in∞uence from later lags to earlier
lags which is visible as W (t) increases. It is also notable that less dominant peaks later in
the lag structure appear at the lowest and highest levels of W (t).
[Figure 5 about here.]

4. Discussion
We have proposed ∞exible and computationally attractive DLMs with roughness penalties
that are successful in capturing the dependence between river ∞ow and a sequence of preceding rainfall measurements. In Section 3.2, a complex and time varying relationship between
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river ∞ow and rainfall was identiØed, with Section 3.3 uncovering evidence that some of this
variability arises through a complex interaction between slowly changing ground wetness and
the time when rain falls. It was also found that the degree and location of peak in∞uence in
the lag structure can change dramatically, and that these were persistent features under the
use of diÆerent strength penalties.

From Figure 3 it is clear from the Øtted values that the assumption of independent errors
is not always justiØed, with some residual correlation present. Although the simulations
in Section 3.1 show that the underlying DL curves could be recovered eÆectively under
strongly correlated errors, associated standard errors are likely to be underestimated. A
possible adjustment might involve Øtting a model to the residuals, and adjusting the hat
matrix H by the estimated residuals variance matrix as Bowman et al. (2009) did in the
context of spatio-temporal modelling. If required, approximate hypothesis tests could then be
constructed, as in Bowman et al. (2009), to assess and compare aspects of competing models,
in particular to determine whether a time varying model is required over a Øxed lag structure.

The issue of biased estimation may arise if the temporal extent and in∞uence of base∞ow is
not adequately characterised. In the current context an intercept term is all that accounts for
the decay in ∞ow rates after rainfall has been absent for L or more hours. More sophisticated
approaches might treat L as unknown, or assume a very large L in order to fully incorporate
base∞ow response into the DL speciØcation. Both approaches may require more structured
penalties, for example ismposing stronger penalties at higher lags than shorter ones so that
models in which Øi ! 0 as i ! 1 are preferred; see Muggeo (2008) for an application using
health data. A related issue was the tendency to undersmooth that resulted from automatic
smoothing parameter selection using AICc, in which case the selected parameter was treated
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as a lower bound to maintain a realistic level of wiggliness. While this undersmoothing may
result partially from misspeciØcation as described, an important component of further work
will be to ensure that automatic smoothness selection achieves believably smooth estimates.

It is likely that bias and autocorrelation are induced primarily by spatio-temporal heterogeneity in the rainfall process that can not be well represented by point-location rainfall data.
Bias in lag structures can arise when the underlying weather is dynamic, for example, when
rain storms occur near to the rain gauge but are not recorded. It is therefore the intention
in future research to represent river ∞ow as both a temporal and spatial ensemble of rainfall,
using data containing information on the spatial position of rainfall events.
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Figure 1. Rainfall and ∞ow responses from the River Dee for four selected months in 2006.
Continuous lines are ∞ow rates (m3 s°1 ); vertical line segments are hourly rainfall levels (mm).
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Figure 2. True DL curves with pointwise 95% simulation envelopes plotted in grey. Each
row corresponds to simulations under diÆering DL shapes shown in black, and each column to
diÆering error structures ≤1 , ≤2 and ≤3 , respectively. The third row shows a mid-July snapshot
of the true DL surface and 95% simulation envelopes under the time varying DL scenario.
Mean RMSE values are quoted at the top of each panel.
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Figure 3. Fitted ∞ows alongside ∞ows observed on the River Dee: continuous lines represent
observed ∞ow levels, dashed lines represent Øtted ∞ows and vertical line segments are hourly
precipitation and grey shaded areas are 95% conØdence regions.
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Figure 5. Top: Lag structure at quantiles of W (t), with grey band representing pointwise
95% conØdence intervals. Bottom (from left) lag structures estimates smoothly varying with
W (t); standard errors in lag structure estimates, smoothly varying with W (t)
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